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About This Game

Trigger Runners is a runner game inspired in the 90’s action games, about a hero and his journey to stop a tyrant consuming the
world's resources .

In a world where hope has faded you're the only person able to tip the balance towards hope into a quick adventure that mixes
classic 16- and 32 -bit games gameplay with the simplicity of the runner genre in combination of graphics and rock style music

of the era.

Facebook Page:
facebook.com/TriggerRunners

Twitter:
twitter.com/triggerrunners
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Buttons:
Jump - Space Key (See more on "Controls")

Double Jump - Space Key (See more on "Controls")
Shoot - Right Click

Aim - Mouse
Actions - Right Click on button or screen
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Title: Trigger Runners
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
EfrenStudios
Publisher:
Karaokulta Games
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Ivybridge

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Minimun

Storage: 40 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: It could work better if you have flash installed

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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Eron is a 2d-sidecrolling pixel art masocore platformer in which you play as a tribesman who wishes to achieve his quest of
destroying the aliens that have invaded his world and destroyed his villiage.

Eron has a pretty interesting concept in which you "shift" through 2 parallel worlds in order to land on platforms which are
scattered along these 2 worlds. Landing on these platforms might sound easy, but you need to be precise, co-ordinated and quick
with your shifting.

You are thrown into the game without any instructions, which I found to be a plus point. Considering that this game was meant
to be a difficult platformer, being thrown into, blank, adds to the difficulty. No idea how to do what, take time figuring out and
getting used to the controls, I found that to be a plus point in terms of difficulty.

The level design is quite good. The puzzles were pretty challenging but not as much as I thought them to be. After you've caught
on to what's going on and actually focus, they turn out to be quite simple. Of course, you learn through trial and error.
As you progress through the levels, you encounter spheres that you need to destroy and explosive ones that you have to evade.
Shifiting worlds saves you from the explosions caused by the explosive ones. You have to be really quick in shifting in and out
as majority of the time, platforms underneath you shift as well. Won't be saying more, "puzzle" eh?

The story has really no effect. It's just basically another level that drags on until you finish it. That's kind of the main problem,
there's no "motivation" to play further on other than just finishing the game. The art style was cool and all, but not as much that
would push me further to see what the game brings on in the next level other than a different puzzle.

The jump mechanic is kind of weird, once you stop in mid air, you're just going to fall down no matter what. You can't do
anything to change that outcome. In a way, it's a good addition to the difficulty but also quite an annoyance.

The shifting mechanic sometimes just breaks, randomly, there's no going back. You have to die to start back at the beginning of
the level to get it working again. It's quite irksome to have to do the entire thing again and it not being your fault. Pretty cool if it
gets fixed.

The soundtrack is pretty retro and quite catchy. Does suit the atmosphere of the game, but after a while, it gets really, really
repetitive. Not the type of repetitive that would be fun to hear to, though.

Overall, considering the up and downs of this game and its price, I'd recommend it.. I want to love this and surely might some
day, but for a paid app, the ui and tool set are quite disappointing. Add some basic lighting, mirrored modeling, extrusion,
selection, copying please. The ui is quite clunky to navigate, and there is no indication of where your cursor is when erasing. I
could go on about other basic improvements to the ui and toolset, but those basics would go a long way. As it is I can't
reccommend paying for it, but I will be watching for advancements and hope to give a positive review in the future. I love the
idea of using voxels in VR, but VoxVR isn't a practical tool yet.

You really ought not claim "a professional tool set.". Beat the game in 10 minutes.
No sound effects, annoying bongo music.
At least it works I suppose.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xxmPNKogpFo. 10\/10 played the game before presidential election. A really easy and boring game. Just
glitch yourself trough the people and walk to the right.
Not worth any money.
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Metal Slug lookalike with awesome techno music plus splendid cartoon artwork. A little short though, finish it in about 1 hour..
Verry cool story , tho you need to read a lot.. This game is charming and has potential, but it's totally flawed in that A) It's pretty
hard to control with just arrow keys, which is the whole point of the game (moving the ball around the course), and B) After you
fall and respawn, all of your momentum is conserved from before you fell. So if you were rolling up, for example, and then fell
off the course, you will respawn still rolling up. I just need it to kill all momentum when I respawn for minimal cancer.

EDIT: It has been brought to my attention that my second point was fixed. You will no longer retain momentum after
respawning from a fall.. Great game here. It has controller support but the keyboard\/mouse integration makes it unique. Old
school video game football with mouse aiming. The teams aren't real NFL teams but all NFL cities are represented and the team
names are creatively similar. I started a season with the New England Volunteers.. It's okay, I've played worse. but i do like
puzzle games.
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